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> As you read aloud the 22 separate words (EXAMPLES: 1. = birth;  2. = day;                    
3. = light.), draw lines to connect the numbered dots in order.  Tell what 

shape you completed. Then, using appropriate syllable-stress patterns,     
say the two components of each compound word 1-9 and 10-22 together. 

EXAMPLES: 1. = birth day ( +  + )  2. = day light ( +  + )  8. = up coming (  + +  + )     

> Copy the 20 “closed, solid” compounds in the blanks of the clues below.  
Read aloud and explain the meanings of each phrase or sentence.  

> Name each picture with its corresponding compound. (Say its first, strongest 
syllable louder and with higher pitch than its one syllable with secondary stress.) 

Your listeners can tell the parts of speech and explain the meanings of the two 
components of each compound word as well as of the vocabulary item itself.                                   

Compounds:              
Letter Connect 

Letter Connect Compounds Intermediate 
IN

S
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R
U

C
T

IO
N

S
  “Closed” or “Solid” 

Compounds 
 single words 

composed of 2 or more 
smaller words without 
spaces between them 

Possible syllable-
stress patterns: 

+ (+) +  (+)     
 + (+) +  (+)   

parts of speech: 
NOUN (N) VERB (V) 

ADJECTIVE (ADJ) 

1. celebrating a 90th    birthday     .[N] 
2. more ________ [N] in summer than winter  
3. _______ [N] = a tower with a bright light   
4. how many people in your __________ [N]? 
5. one ______ [N] on a jury voting to convict  
6. Give away clothes you’ve __________ [V].  
7. Kids need __________s [N] to help them.  
8.    upcom ing      [ADJ] elections next month 
10. always makes a big ____________ [N] 
11. What’s your religious ____________ [N]? 

12. Wells bring up deep _____________ [N]. 
13. rivers, channels, canals = ________s [N] 
14. robbers __________ing [V] a stagecoach   
15. _______s [N] in the construction industry 
16. ___________ [N] = sons and daughters 
17. April, May, June = ______________ [N] 
18. a _______ [N] of departures and arrivals 
19. checkered tablecloth on a _________ [N]  
20. a lightweight overcoat = a _________ [N] 
21. elected on someone else’s _________ [N]   
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The initial components of these 10 noun phrases are listed in 
the 1st and 3rd columns below. With lines, match them to their 

final components in the 2nd and 4th columns. Read them aloud.   

> The two compound-noun components for each of the 20 numbered 
vocabulary items in the scene below are in separated gray columns.                             

For the first element, which has the strongest stress, unscramble the 
letters to make a short word. Draw a line to the second component.                
On the line, print the two words together as a “closed” compound.  

> Pronounce each compound noun with the   + (+) +  (+)  syllable-stress 
pattern: others can tell its number and find the item in the scene.                    

You/they can spell its two components and the combined item, explain 
the meanings of all three words, and/or use them in meaningful 

sentences. What else can you/they say about them? 

> Can you locate and pronounce 10 (hyphenated and) “open compounds” in                      
the same scene? Possible components of these noun phrases appear below.  
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Compounds:              
Letter Jumble 

1 nhda scape = _________     

2 rai board = _________  
3 andl bag = _________  
4 eey plane = _________     

5 pal top = _________  
6 shid case = _________  
7 idhs way = _________     

8 koob holder = _________  
9 odor water = _________  
10 top towel = _________     

11 feir wood = _________  
12 cpu books = _________  
13 xtet board = _________  
14 erif place = _________  
15 brmoo stick = _________     

16 dearb shells = _________  
17 geg book = _________  
18 ckoo plant = _________     

19 gge sauce = _________  
20 paple basket = _________  

handbag     

Letter Jumble Intermediate Compounds 
  “Closed” Compounds 

= single words composed of                
2 or more smaller words 

without spaces between them 

Hyphenated Compounds 
= single words composed of                

2 or more smaller words with 
one or more hyphens.  

“Open” Compounds                
=  two or more single or 

compound words in a phrase   

Most Common Syllable-
Stress Pattern = + (+) +  (+)   

Mostly Compound Nouns 
& Noun Phrases 
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21. paper frames 26. hearth stool 
22. picture sill 27. three-legged rod 

23. window kettle 28. knick-knack broom 

24. front airplane 29. curtain pans 

25. water door 30. cast-iron shelves 
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> In the Blocks Puzzle, follow the down and up arrows to join shorter word 
elements in “closed” (and hyphenated -) compounds. A “grass block” 

means no compound can result from combining those two words. 

> In the blanks of the 22 numbered meaning clues below, copy the 
spellings, including necessary hyphens, of the 31 compound vocabulary 

puzzle items. Read and explain the sentences you have completed.  

> Can you pronounce, spell aloud, define, and/or make use of the 32 short 
word components in the Puzzle as well as the compounds they form?  

Letter Blocks 
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Intermediate Compounds 

1. “Empowerment” is a popular     buzzword     .
[N] in business and educational jargon.  

2. Let’s throw all our potential   catchword   . 
[N-ADJ] slogans into a   catchall    list.   

3. Can _________ [N/ADJ] luggage for a flight 
be an open ___________ [N/ADJ] basket?    

4. A “free prize” may be a ______-____ [N]. 
5. Verbal wit includes puns and ________ [N]. 
6. The players on an ____-_____ [N/ADJ] team 

could become _____-_____ [N/ADJ] greats.   
7. Watch out for ___________ [ADJ] traffic.   
8. Going to the    homecom ing     [N/ADJ] dance? 
9. Throw __________ [N] back into the sea. 
10.  A coach can call a _____________ [N]. 
11. Cars can ___________ [V] on icy curves.  
12. If you ______-______ [V] your partner, 

you may no longer be a ___________ [N].   

13. An old man ____________ [V-PAST] his 
wife and friends; they died before him.  

14. Because of my _____________s [N], my 
happiness was ____________ [ADJ].   

15. You’d keep a “pet ____________” [N] in  
a shark tank, not a _____________ [N].  

16. Shot down, planes go into a _______ [N]. 
17. There’s ____________ [PRON] at the door.  
18. Are you _________ [V] plants and pets?   
19. A mechanic doing __________ [N] on cars 

may also be a muscular ___________ [N]. 
20. Homework should be useful learning tasks, 

not tedious ___________ [N]  
21. _________ [ADV], I’d judge _________ [N] 

banking as an attempt to avoid taxation.  
22. Are ____________s [N] an efficient way 

to train a _____________ [N]?   

> What other 
compounds 
can you 
construct  
by joining 
puzzle 
components  
with 
additional 
short words 
—above, to 
the sides, 
and below 
the Puzzle? 

Compounds:               
Letter Blocks 

 

 “Closed” Compounds 
= single words composed of            

2 or more smaller words 
without spaces in between  

Hyphenated Compounds 
= single words composed of            

2 or more smaller words 
with one or more hyphens.  

“Open” Compounds            
=  two or more single or 
compound words in a 

phrase: spaces in between  
Most Common Syllable-

Stress Patterns 
 + (+) +  (+) 
 + (+) +  (+)   

Parts of Speech of 
Compound Vocabulary 

[N] = NOUN   
[PRON] = PRONOUN  
[N/ADJ] = NOUN   
USED AS ADJECTIVE             

[V] = VERB 
[ADJ] = ADJECTIVE        
[ADV] = ADVERB  

Summary of 
Compound 

Vocabulary Items 
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[N] = NOUN    
[N/ADJ] = NOUN USED AS ADJECTIVE           
[V] = VERB  [ADJ] = ADJECTIVE    

(INFRML) = INFORMAL 

1        +      =   1     +   =  2        +   =  

6        +        = 3     + =    4   +   = 

7           +        =     +      =    

9        +        =   

8  +      =   
 

10       +      =   

11   +             =   

12         +    =   

> For each of 13 Rebus Puzzles, tell and spell single words for the 2 
pictures: these are listed to the right. Then join these 24 components in 

compound vocabulary items that fit the parts of speech and definitions in 
gray boxes. Read aloud (and explain) all 39 Rebus words. EXAMPLES: 

1 ACROSS bar + keep =  barkeep    1 DOWN pop- + up =  pop-up   

>   According to the numbering, print the missing letters of the 13 Rebus 
solutions in the empty boxes of the Crossword. Does the grid “work?”  

> What other compounds can you construct by joining puzzle components with 
additional short words?  Pronounce, define, and use them in sentences.  IN

S
T
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C
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N
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Rebus Crossword 

Compounds:              
Rebus Crossword 

Intermediate Compounds 
Names of Pictures = 
Components of 
Compounds 

ache 
ball 
bar 
belly 
birth 
brain 
date 
do 

door 
eye 
honey 
keep 
mat 
moon 
night 
over 

pop- 
ram 
rate 
red- 
rod 
storm 
time 
up 

[V] “to 
make 
more 

modern”  
[N/ADJ] 

“an 
overnight 

[N (INFORML)] 
“someone who 

lets others 
treat him/her 

badly”  

[N] “a 
’great’ idea 
that comes 

to mind 
suddenly ”  

[V(INFORML)] 
“to complain 

noisily                      
or 

persistently” 

[N] 
“number 

of births 
per 1000” 

[V] “to do 
or use too 
much (of 

something)”  

[N/ADJ] 
“appearing on 

one screen 
over another” 

[N] “vacation 
of a couple 

that just got 
married” 

[V 

(INFORML)] 
“to look/
stare at” 

[ADJ] 
“marked 

by 
rigidity” 

[N] 
“opposite 

of 
daytime” 

5  +

- 

- 

[N] “someone 
who serves 

drinks at                
a bar”  

1b a 2 r k e e 3 p     4  5   

      6 o        

      p-        

      7 u        

    8   p        
9   d-     10       

              

    11          

              

  12            

              

 “Closed” Compounds =  single 
words made up of 2 or more 
smaller words without spaces   

Hyphenated Compounds =                   
single words composed of 2                     
or more smaller words with                  

one or more hyphens.  
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Put notes 
about 
homographs 
& silent 
letters in 
answ key 

Compounds, Letter Connect, page 71 Compounds, Letter Jumble, page 72 

  

Compounds, Letter Blocks, page 73 Compounds, Rebus Crossword, page 74 

  

Word Parts:             
Intermediate Puzzle Solutions 

POSSIBLITIES FOR MORE COMPOUNDS TO CONSTRUCT FROM & 
BEYOND THE PUZZLE: 2. catch up, catch phrase  3. carry out, 
carry over   4. come back; out come, over come    5. word smith; 
cross word, key word, fore word, swear word, watch word 
6. all-around, all-powerful, all-purpose, all-weather; all right; 
cover alls    7. on lookers, on board, on screen, on going, on to,                  
on set, on line; right on   8. home town, home grown, home land, 
home maker; town home   (Unnumbered) play pen, play off, play boy, 
play ground, play wright; horse play   9. star board, star gazing 
10. time table, time keeping; bed time, lunch time, spring time     

Puzzle Solutions Word Parts Intermediate 

EXAMPLES OF “CLOSED” 
COMPOUNDS WITH THE SAME 

INITIAL COMPONENTS: 
1. hand ball, hand cuffs 
2. air field, air sick (ADJ)  
3. land slide, land owner       
4. eye brows, eye witness           
6-7. dish ware, dish washer 
8. book worm, book store,          

book mark, book shelves 
9. door knob, door keeper      
10. pot holes, pot belly   
11, 14. fire wall, fire fly, 

fire bomb, fire proof (V)        
16. bread winner, bread box       
17, 19. egg head, egg cup  
18. cook shop, cook top 
20. apple cart, apple jacks 

EXAMPLES OF HYPHENATED (-) AND/OR “OPEN” COMPOUNDS 
(PHRASES) WITH THE SAME INITIAL COMPONENTS: 

1. hand-picked (ADJ), hand-me-downs, hand luggage   
2. air-to-air (ADJ), air condition ing, air craft carrier  

VOCABULARY NOTES:  

Most “closed” or “solid” 
compounds are nouns (N), but 
some are adjectives/verbs like 
up coming or waylay—or words 
in which the last element                    
has the strongest emphasis,     
as in out grown or overturn. 
These differ in appearance/ 
pronunciation from phrasal 
verbs like come up, grow out, 
turn over, hold off, and others.    

POSSIBLE NON-NOUN EXAMPLES WITH THESE COMPONENTS: 
VERBS: back fire, day dream, house sit, out grow, over come  
ADJ/ADVS: under ground, water proofed, light weight  

ACROSS:  
1 bar + keep = bar keep  (N)                      
6 over + do = over do (V)                            
7 up + date = up date (V) 

9 red + eye = red eye  (N/ADJ)    
10 door + mat = door mat (N)                    
11  brain + storm = brain storm (N) 

12.  belly + ache = belly ache (V)  

DOWN: 1 birth + rate = birth rate (N)     2  ram + rod = ram 
rod  (ADJ)    3 pop- + up = pop-up (N/ADJ)    4 honey + moon = 
honey  moon (N)    5 night time (N)     8 eye ball (V) 

POSSIBLITIES FOR MORE COMPOUNDS RELATED TO PUZZLE ITEMS: 
1 bar bells (N), bar gain (N, V), bar beque (N, V), crow bar; 
keep sake (N), house keeping (N), up keep (N); birth mark (N), 
birth control (N)  2 ram shackle (ADJ), ram parts (N),      
golden rod (N), hot rod (N) 3 pop corn (N), up load (N, V)                          
4  honey bees (N), honey suckle (N), honey comb (N);                    
moon stone (N), moon beam (N), moon light    5 night gown (N), 
night fall (N), night stand (N), to night (ADV), over night (ADJ),                    
week night (N)   6 over due (ADJ),  over use (V),  over pay (V),    
over alls (N); do-gooder (N), hair do (N)    7 up beat (ADJ), up set 
(ADJ), tune up (N), warm up (N) 9 red wood (N) 10 door step,.. 


